How to revise Geography

Start with the PLC

Use the PLC (Personal learning checklist first) use this to self-assess your knowledge whilst making sure you miss nothing out (you will find all of the Geography PLCs on the school website)

- Start with the key terms for a unit using Quizlet
- Next target any areas that you are less confident in
- Now make sure that you know the key case studies for the unit

Revise content

Now revise using the resources that have been made available to you
On the PLC you will find links to Quizlet, GCSE Pod and to the relevant pages from the revision guide
Try and make you revision active for example;

- Test yourself using Quizlet flash cards
- Make a mind-map of a key topic or case study using the revision guide or after listening to GCSE pod

Apply your knowledge and understanding

Apply your knowledge to some exam questions there are lots available on the School T drive or you could ask your teacher;

- Answer some questions
- Check the answers to see how you did
- Go over anything you are still finding difficult
- Now move onto the next topic and repeat the same process

Useful links:

GCSE Geog OCRB 1-9 at Hayesfield https://quizlet.com/join/H6GdUeNMB
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